Boone

Connect the dots in this order:
1-30  110-123
31-34  124-128
35-58  129-136
59-95  137-144
96-109  145-149
Connect the dots in this order:

1-14  81-88
15-25  89-94
26-33  95-122
34-40  123-128
41-52  129-134
53-61  135-139
62-68  140-155
69-74  156-161
75-80
Areas around Camp
Complete the crossword below

Across
3. This place belongs to the great big hairy chested men
5. Morning Watch with a view
7. Meet up here when it's time for a camp wide picture
9. Have an itch to climb but its raining? No problem! Just come here!
10. Never a bad time to workout right?
12. You have to cross a bridge to get here
13. Where you go when you've eaten one too many chicken tenders
14. Come here when you want to get some serious air
15. 'The Classic' is a popular order at this building

Down
1. The puppies play here
2. Grass inside? That's weird
4. The only cabin with a bathroom inside!
5. A great place for OAP day!
6. Where you get your mail!
8. This gem is tucked away, but it's hard to miss it once your close
11. You go here when the bell is ringing!
Skills at Camp
Complete the crossword below

Across
1. You can easily get across the lake in one of these
3. Make sure you always wear your safety goggles!
5. _______ is my favorite sport. I like the way they take it up and down the floor!
11. You swell bro?
12. The favorite skill of the Apache Tribe
15. Make sure you wear pants when you go to this skill
16. Bullseye!
17. You like steak?

Down
1. A lot of paracord is used here
2. Jesus's disciples were great at this skill!
4. It's all about the cups baby!
5. Time for some air conditioning!
6. What has two wheels and is ridden in the mountains?
7. 'What's the par for this hole again?'
8. This skill takes place in the building of activities
9. And they just keep runnin runnin, and runnin runnin
10. Is there a difference between playing this on ice or on concrete?
13. It's kind of like soccer with your hands
14. 3,2,1... LIFT OFF!
Mad Gab - Camp Ridgecrest

Example:
Are Cherry = Archery

1. Duh Hubbles Hip Lion
2. Feel Hip Bare He
3. Suit Rail Play Sirs
4. Hap Hat Cheese Advent Sure
5. Counts Hillary In Gil
6. Hun Turf Though Hood Lens
7. Were Your Huff Declan
8. Might He Hap Hat She
9. Cat Haw Baffles
10. Thick Lays Sure Hat Sick Hund Freeze Whim
Mad Gab- Sayings You Hear Around Camp

Example:
Are Cherry = Archery

1. Hunk El Runs Ball Dead
2. Goat Who Freeze Whim
3. Bod He Boar Diss Knot Hope In
4. Wack Honda Lie Tiss Far
5. Cheek Intend Hurt Whose They
6. Bet Her Butter Dan Dressed
7. O’ Hugh Can Kit Who Have In
8. Deal Root Off Dez Peir It
9. It Slime Fork And Teen
10. Oh Hi Noah Wing He Man
Sudoku

2 6 5 9 9 4 3
5 9 4 3 7 8 9
4 7 3 6 5
5 7 9 6 4
9 8 7 5 4
9 5 2 5 9

5 6 9 4 3 8
4 7 3 6 5
4 9 7 5 9

5 6 9 4 3 8
4 7 3 6 5
4 9 7 5 9

5 6 9 4 3 8
4 7 3 6 5
4 9 7 5 9
Camp Ridgecrest Word Scramble

OBBL
AKDILEES
KWRCAOS
NAEENCT
RAEBV NPDITRHEAF
OBNOE
WARRO
OKCD
ENACO
RHOES
ROETYCRK
WIGONKWOROD
UOPACMT
IZP NELI
AMSPILN
AAROPAH
MYFNIARRI
IULOCCN NGRI
FMIECRAP
VRAANILC